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An Ode
To Life

Celebrating the 100th issue of Good Houskeeping, we bring 
you inspiring real-life stories of people who battled all 
odds and health crises, to emerge winners

Blessing
In Disguise

Everything seemed to be going great for Nandita Sinha, a Delhibased graphic designer, when unexpectedly; a seemingly minor
ailment spun out of control, leaving her life hanging in the wake.
Vishveshwar Jatain talks to her and relates how she handled it all

S

ome changes seem to be
negative on the surface,
but you will soon realise
that space is being created in
your life for something new
to emerge, says author and
spiritual leader Eckhart Tolle.
It is one thing to read something,
and quite another to believe or
practise it. How does one put
things into perspective when
faced with a particularly bad
day, not to mention things
much worse?
When Nandita, a graphics
designer with 11 years of
corporate experience, had
her first child last year, it was
a cause for celebration like
no other. The good times
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came to a halt however, due to
Nandita’s degenerating health.
The occasional bout of diarrhea
she experienced continued for
months after the delivery, and
she started feeling increasingly
exhausted physically and
mentally as days went by. Selfmedication too was of no help.
Finally, she consulted a
gastrointestinal specialist, who
suggested an endoscopy along
with tests for mineral and
vitamin deficiencies. The results
showed low potassium, but
the doctor overlooked it as a
possible cause and suggested a
colonoscopy. She decided to get
a second opinion. The next
d octor started injections of
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r edefined their personalities. They
have become more accepting of
people and their decisions. ‘I have
learnt not to be judgemental,’ says
Samiir while Poonam, whose
m arriage ended when she was
c a n c e r- f r e e , r e m e m b e r s h e r
ex-husband as a pillar through her
ordeal. ‘Everybody has their good
and bad. I’ve become more tolerant,’
she says.

Lesson 3:

You should re-evaluate
your relationship goals

It’s been a lonely road for Samiir, who
was considering an arranged marriage
when he was diagnosed with the
disease. He has since then taken the
tough decision not to marry, but says
his parents have been his emotional
rock. ‘My lifespan is compromised,’ he
e xplains. ‘I’ve seen people die on
dialysis and I don’t want to put the
person I love through that.’ Poonam is
not closed to remarriage, but is happy
being independent for now. Scarring
from the colostomy notwithstanding,
she sees her body as a gift, much like
her life. ‘I think I’m gorgeous,’ she
says, laughing.

Lesson 4:

Your priorities evolve

Like Samiir, Poonam’s priorities have
changed. ‘If you can die any day then
you better make sure that every day is
worth it,’ she says. She and her sons
(Angad, 19 and Akram, 15) have created
a good-memories list, which they
frequently update. ‘When things are
bad, no one can take away your good
memories,’ she explains. In 2004, she
founded CanKids, a national support
group for young cancer patients and
believes her cancer led her to this
calling. ‘Sometimes I recall how I told
God to spare me for my kids and wonder
if he thought of giving me all these
others to look after,’ says Poonam.
Samiir refers to this phase of his life
as a “bonus” and says he owes his

e xistence to a dialysis machine. ‘I have
taken it up as a challenge that I will
compete with normal people,’ he says.
‘I restarted my career in a junior
position but today I am a strategy head
(at a digital marketing firm). I’ve
grown, struggled and fought to get
where I am.’
While they have their low moments,
these two survivors bounced back
quickly, owing to a strong circle of family and friends. Poonam re-emphasises
the importance of staying positive.
Samiir, who continues to battle his
body on a daily basis, has a more
philosophical take. ‘You can look at a
glass either half full or half empty. But
when it comes to life and death, it is
never half living or half dead,’ he
explains. ‘When we fall ill, we think we
are half dead, or half alive, but when
you’re dead, you’re dead, and when
you’re living, you are 100 per cent
living.’ And that is how all of these
survivors choose, or are attempting, to
embrace their life. ‘It may sound weird
to call it a blessing, but the cancer gave
my existence new meaning,’ Poonam
says. ‘Earlier I used to happily exist in
a cloud but now my understanding of
life is clearer.’

Man, Interrupted
Sameer Sankhe, the 33-year-old MD of a management consultancy in
Mumbai, was the quintessential man-in-a-hurry, but a sudden brush
with cancer brought things to a grinding halt. Bhakti Bapat Mathew
finds out how he recovered and what he learnt

A

graduate from the prestigious
Jamnalal Bajaj B-school in
Mumbai, Sameer always
enjoyed working hard. Things seemed
to be going really well for him both
personally and professionally. This
seemingly smooth journey however,
took a different turn when he was
diagnosed with cancer. He met the
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news with typical self-assurance and
good humour. ‘When I was being taken
into the operating room, the nurse said
I was the first patient she had seen to
go into the OT laughing.’
He adds more soberly, ‘I feel very
lucky to have been cured. I chose to go
to the Tata Cancer Hospital in
Mumbai, instead of the elite hospitals,
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thinking that the doctors at Tata were
far more likely to have seen a case like
mine. There, I was one of the many
patients in the general ward, unlike
other h ospitals where you have a
private room to yourself. My neighbour
was a young slum-dweller called
Shahrukh, who had lost his eye due to
chemotherapy. Seeing the suffering of
others, which was in many cases more
than my own, helped me put matters
in perspective. Also, when the doctor
visited the patients in my ward, he
spoke to me for the least amount of
time. I happily concluded, that my
condition must not be as severe as that
of others!’ It’s this optimism that
helped Sameer get back his health
after chemotherapy. ‘I was aided in my
post-cancer recovery by ayurvedic
treatment and more importantly, by
the love from my family.’

Lesson 1:

Increased focus

‘Surviving cancer feels like a gift,’ says
Sameer. ‘You quickly learn to focus on
what’s really important. I no longer fret
about what people think or say about
me. I know what’s important to me and
my family and stick with that.’

Lesson 2:

Change happens, slowly

Says Sameer, ‘More than the cancer
itself, the chemotherapy is the real
killer, pun intended,’ says Sameer.
‘When you’re undergoing chemo/
radiation for months, you feel this is
how it’s going to be for the rest of your
life. The sick feeling is aggravated by
the nausea, weakness and low
immunity. If you don’t do anything
proactively to combat that feeling of
despair, you can quickly go down.’ So
what did he do to combat the low point
caused by chemo? ‘I came across the
book Great By Choice by Jim Collins
and the approach I instinctively took
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The Road
Ahead
‘Staying healthy
and fit has become
an important goal
in my life. I train
every day. I also
made my parents
train under my
own fitness trainer,’
says Sameer.
is echoed in the book. The author says
that big obstacles can be handled
better by small changes, baby steps
really, that are taken regularly in a
disciplined way. When I fell ill after
my first three chemo sessions, I
realised I needed to create a routine
for myself and stick with it, be it daily
time slots for drinking water (you
need to have 5-6 litres of water every
day when undergoing chemo), or sleep
and a specific diet. I followed it day-inand-day-out and that really helped.’

Lesson 3:

Greater acceptance

‘Cancer, both the period of treatment
and recovery, helped me see a lot of
humanity and goodness all around. So
many people came forward to help,
from within my family and outside.
And they all helped in their own,
individual ways. What I have realised
is that most times, most people try to
do their best. It may not be what you
want them to do and what you would
expect, but it doesn’t make it any less

valuable. I have definitely found greater
acceptance of the different natures of
people and of course also of what life
has to offer.’

Lesson 4:

Appreciating family

Sameer says he stopped taking his
most intimate support system for
granted. ‘I found an outpouring of
love and attention from my parents,
brother, sister-in-law, my nieces,
u ncles, aunts, cousins, and close
friends. This support system of family
and extended family is unique to
countries such as India. I can never
completely give back the love and
help that they gave. But I now
appreciate my support system more
and try to be there more. Back in my
pre-cancer days, I was definitely more
individualistic and freedom-loving.
The reciprocation of love from my side
today is much more intentional.’

Lesson 5:

Spirituality & positivity

‘I have always been a positive and
s piritual person, although not
religious. And my belief in my spiritual
guru helped me in the trying times. I
think meditation too worked. It’s hard
when you don’t have a lot of energy
required for the concentration. But as
challenging as it is, it also has benefits.
It helps you stay happier and at peace
in given situations.’

